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🚚

Monday 10/15 (Chad) — (trucking)
Though it may sound like something out of sci-fi, self-driving vehicles
offer enticing possibilities for
the freight industry. The DOT recently announced
that the terms “driver” and “operator” do not need
to refer to humans — in other words, automated vehicles could be recognized as legal drivers, which
would greatly aid automated shipping initiatives. Learn more: https://bit.ly/2ObNYWs.

📣

🌎

Tuesday 10/16 (Chris) — (warehouse/logistics)
E-commerce is creating a new environment when it comes to the global
economy, and with an influx
in shipping volume and increasing fulfillment speed demands, distribution centers are having trouble
keeping up. The solution may lie in implementing connectivity
in distribution centers. A united
system of continuous monitoring and communication could allow greater flexibility, optimization and
efficiency and ultimately bring distribution centers to the next level. Learn more: https://bit.ly/2OVVown.

🌐

Wednesday 10/17 (Chad) — (blog)
Sustainability and clean energy are garnering a lot of attention today, and the transportation industry is no
exception. With this, many are looking toward rail as a more environmentally friendly alternative to
increasingly packed roadways, and the industry is responding with ventures into innovative new
technology and techniques. Explore the state and scope of sustainability in rail in our latest blog post:
[blog link].

Thursday 10/18 (Chris) — (tech/logistics)
As globalization transforms the economy and the transportation industry becomes a massive segment of
the global
economy, the transport scene grows increasingly complex. Yet blockchain could be a
game-changer. By gathering information in one place with the security of distributed ledgers, it
introduces a method of sharing data across a network of diverse participants. Learn how blockchain could
bring new dexterity and trust to the transportation industry: https://bit.ly/2NCnF6t.

🌎

🔒

🛣

Thursday 10/18 (Company) —
High demand, tight schedules and increasingly busy roads
signal a booming transportation market —
but they also increase the likelihood of road accidents. With the speed of life, economy and transportation
today, it’s more crucial than ever for drivers
to be diligent. Learn five steps drivers can take to reduce
the risk of an accident: https://bit.ly/2pQlCCs.

🚚

INSTAGRAM (1)
Thursday 10/18 — (rail)

🛤

Kansas City isn’t only at the center of the country geographically — it’s also at the hub of the rail
system. KC is ranked as the second largest rail transportation center in the nation, and Missouri’s railways
move the equivalent of more than 20 million truckloads
per year! KC rail certainly knows how to stay
busy.

🚚

#dyk #rail #railroad #railfreight #railhub #railroadcrossing #transportation #transportationlogistics #3pl
#cargo #freight #kansascity #kc #missouri #showmestate #railtraffic #commerce #funfacts #smartway
#midwest
FACEBOOK
Wednesday 10/17 — (blog push)
With mounting concern from environmental experts and the public about sustainability, ventures into
environmentally friendly technology and techniques are ramping up, including in the transportation
industry. The rapid pace of global commerce is unlikely to slow, but new technology and innovations are
offering strategies to reduce the environmental impact of this activity, especially when it comes to rail
freight. Explore the state and scope of sustainability in rail in our latest blog post: [blog link].

TWITTER
Monday 10/15 — (air)
With #AI on the radar of everyone from tech startups to shipping carriers, many are asking: could air✈
transport be next? #Aviation companies are now turning their attention to the possibilities of pilotless
planes. Learn more: https://bit.ly/2EehFS3. @TransportTopics

🚚

Tuesday 10/16 — (logistics/trucking)
With turnover averaging 96% in the first half of 2018 and the driver
shortage reaching a new high,
carriers are turning to new strategies to hold on to workers. Discover tools #fleets can use to reduce
turnover: https://bit.ly/2C7OnSt. @TransportTopics
Wednesday 10/17 — (shipping)

🚢

PSA urged global ports to adopt an “Internet of Logistics” — interoperability between port elements to
facilitate #shipping operations and manage global #freight flows amid the rise of #ecommerce and
rapid manufacturing changes. Learn more: https://bit.ly/2OiENTX. @JoCOnline

Thursday 10/18 — (trucking)
Thanks to mounting #freight volume and labor shortages, hiring and maintaining workers is top-of-mind
for #transportation companies, and Amazon’s recent pay increase only heightens the pressure. Find out
what this means for transportation: https://bit.ly/2RLH7kl. @JoCOnline

📈

GOOGLE+ (1) — blog push
Rail Industry Follows Sustainable Track With New Clean Rail Technology
With freight volume reaching record levels and greenhouse gas emissions generating rising concern, the
transportation industry is turning its attention to sustainability with mounting energy. New technology and
innovations are offering strategies to reduce the environmental impact of freight activity, and rail offers
exciting possibilities. A recent BNSF initiative to test battery-electric locomotive technology has the
potential to serve as a prototype for the capabilities and uses of “clean” rail technology. Learn more: [blog
link].

